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Sustainability 
Our goal is a sustaining partnership—supplier, manufacturer and customer— 

for the long term protection and preservation of our environment for future 

generations. To achieve this vision, we are dedicated to ensuring the health and 

well-being of all our partners, reducing negative impact on the environment, and 

maintaining price structure by increasing efficiencies and reducing consumption.  

For more sustainability information please visit our website: klemhospitality.com

Natural Finish Disclaimer
Klem offers a natural finish on a variety of wood species. The natural finish 

is designed to be translucent so it in no way hides or masks the natural 

characteristics of the selected wood species. Like a fingerprint, each piece of 

wood within a species is unique. These characteristics include differences in color, 

grain configuration and texture. Maple and Cherry species have a high degree of 

uneven distribution of grain leading to natural variations within a single piece 

and further variations from piece to piece. Klem does not consider these natural 

characteristics as defects, and therefore, products will not be replaced because 

of them. In addition, lighter finishes may discolor and darken when exposed to 

ultraviolet rays. Due to the natural characteristics of exposed wood with a natural 

finish, these products are not seen as defective and will not be replaced due to 

these circumstances.

Matching Finish Disclaimer
Due to characteristics of wood, environmental effects and material upgrades, we 

cannot guarantee exact finish matches on existing furniture previously ordered 

from Klem. If an exact match is required, it must be specified so that proper 

procedures can be followed to ensure an acceptable finish. We will accept no 

liability for the finish if this procedure is not followed. We reserve the right to 

make changes in a finish formula if we believe the changes will improve the 

quality or appearance of our furniture.

Special Finishes  
Klem is able to match custom finishes to your specifications. Upcharges and written 

approval are required.

Samples 
The finishes represented here are provided as a color guideline. For actual samples 

contact Klem at 800.798.5536.
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finishes on maple:

COLOMBIAN WALNUT 
WIL-MP-00123-40-MP-SW
WILSONART 7943-07

ASIAN NIGHT 
WIL-MP-10003-20-MP-SW
WILSONART 7949-18

BLACKENED LEGNO
FOR-MP-10013-20-MP-SW
FORMICA 8845-58

PRESTIGE WALNUT
FOR-MP-10021-40-MP-SW
FORMICA 6209-43

BLEACHED LEGNO
FOR-MP-10015-20-MP-SW
FORMICA 8845-58

WEATHERED ASH
FOR-MP-10014-20-MP-SW
FORMICA 8842-WR

5TH AVE ELM
WIL-MP-10004-20-MP-SW
WILSONART 7966-12

PINNACLE WALNUT 
WIL-MP-10009-20-MP-SW 
WILSONART 7992-38

NATURAL ASH 
FOR-MP-10016-20-MP-SW
FORMICA 8843-WR

PECAN WOODLINE
FOR-MP-10011-20-MP-SW
FORMICA 5883-58

BRAZILWOOD
WIL-MP-00145-20-MP-SW
WILSONART 7946-38

WALNUT HEIGHTS 
WIL-MP-10002-20-MP-SW
WILSONART 7965-12 

WEATHERED ASH 
FOR-WL-10017-20-MP-SW
FORMICA 8842-WR

WALNUT HEIGHTS
WIL-WL-10024-20-MP-SW
WILSONART 7965-12

SKYLINE WALNUT
WIL-WL-10019-20-MP-SW
WILSONART 7964-12

MONTANA WALNUT 
WIL-WL-10018-40-MP-SW
WILSONART 7110-78

SMOKY BROWN PEAR
FOR-MP-10012-20-MP-SW
FORMICA 5488-58

STUDIO TEAK
WIL-MP-10001-20-MP-SW
WILSONART 7960-18

WAREHOUSE OAK
WIL-MP-10006-20-MP-SW
WILSONART 7969-12

SORREL CHERRY
FOR-MP-00232-20-MP-SW 
FORMICA 5886-58

SKYLINE WALNUT
WIL-MP-10008-20-MP-SW
WILSONART 7964-12

SELECT CHERRY
FOR-MP-00013-40-MP-SW
FORMICA 7759-43

SHAKER CHERRY 
WIL-MP-10005-40-MP-SW
WILSONART 7935-07

MONTANA WALNUT 
WIL-MP-00072-40-MP-SW 
WILSONART 7110-78

COCO BALA 
WIL-MP-10007-40-MP-SW
WILSONART 7942-07

CAFELLE
WIL-MP-00071-40-MP-SW
WILSONART 7933-07

COLOMBIAN WALNUT
WIL-WL-10020-40-MP-SW
WILSONART 7943-07

WAREHOUSE OAK 
WIL-OK-10023-20-OK-SW 
WILSONART 7969-12

Due to limitations of the 
printing process, colors may 
differ from wood samples. 
Contact Customer Service  
for samples at 800.798.5536.

finishes on walnut: finishes on oak:
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